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ABSTRACT 
The new semantic – numerical approach of the traditional С, С++ – programs separation into 
Fragments Set (fragmentation) and possibility of automatic synthesis of fragmental models of 
time parameterized (timing) parallel processes is suggested. The approach supports 
architecture and configuration of the computer systems with true distributed memory 
(supercomputers/Clusters) as well as the users demands and limitations (time of task solution 
or resources limitation). The practical realization of this approach provides the possibility for 
increasing of the effectiveness of famous traditional parallel Software of existing systems 
with distributed memory and can be considered as the new tools class of parallel software 
creating of high-effective perspective Adaptive Intellectual–Selforganising Technologies & 
Systems (AISTS) automatic technologies design.  
Keywords. automatic fragmentation; adaptive; distributed memory, timeparametrized parallel 
model/process, multiprocessing computers, architecture, semantic-numerical specification 
(SNS), C++ - programs, verification, visualization. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the article is describing of the new semantic - numerical approach to the solving of 
a problem of automatic synthesis of the fragmentary models of timeparametrized parallel 
processes for the multiprocessing Systems of different types with distributed memory 
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 (supercomputers/CLUSTER) - «Automatic Semantic-Numerical Soft Timing Fragmentation 
(ASNS TF). Into the basis of approach to automatic fragmentation and synthesis of parallel 
models the representation of Soft&Hard objects of computer systems and their operations as 
objects of the new discrete mathematics apparatus – Algebra structures of Space-Timing 
Semantic-Numerical Specification (SNS) and automatic execution of relevant operations of 
SNS structures is set [1].  
The basis of scientific and technical progress nowadays is supply of highly efficient 
information technologies, IT. The essential factor of IT- effectiveness is the quality and terms 
of production of Soft&Hard provided with the help of automatic system. 
The analysis of the problem included the appraisal of approaches and solving, which are used 
in standards of Message Passing Interface (MPI) and Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) for the 
computers with true shared memory, and in standard Open MP for the computers with 
distributed memory; in extension High Performance Fortran, HPF – for Fortran, High 
Performance C, HPC – for C, High Performance HPC++ – for С++, Fortran – DVM; in 
program systems mpC; and in program systems on the base of languages of real time ADA, 
Occam.  
Nowadays it is admitted that one of the main problems of IT and computing Systems is the 
creating of methods and ways of automatic synthesis of parallel Software for the technologies 
and systems in different applying spheres and multiprocessing computers of different types. 
The one of such problems is automatic synthesis of parallel fragmented/fragment programs 
for the systems with distributed memory [1,2,3,4,5]. 
 
II. METHODOLOGY 
The basis of ASNS TF approach are: 
1. The new common (in comparison with general parallel programs) class of programs is 
TimeParametrized (timing) MultiParallel programs, TPMP (fig.1,2), first introduced by the 
authors [6].  
2. The new discrete algebra of the Structures of Space and Time Semantic-Numerical 
Specification (SNS), first substantiated by the authors [1,6]. 
3. The new created theory and methods of formal synthesis, verification, appraisal of the 
effectiveness and visualization of timing multiparallel models of processes in the existing 
multiprocessing systems and in the Adaptive Selforganising Computing Systems), first 
substantiated by the authors [1].  
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Figure 2.  Factors of models formal projecting of fragment timeparametrized parallel 
programs 
III. Results and Discussion 
 
Practical realization of ASNS_TF approach includes fulfilment of the following steps:  
1. Synthesis of structures of semantic-numerical specification (SNS) of the operators set and 
relations set.  
2. Synthesis of the Constructive C-Graph (CCG) of static visualization of SNS and C++-
program. 
3. Verification of Semantic-Numerical and Graphic Specification. 
4. Synthesis of timing structures (SNS) and Timing Parallel Graph-schemes (TPGS) of 
graphic visualization of parallel task models (for the Soft&Hard configurations and 
demands/limits given).  
5. Verification (and correction) of semantic-numerical specification (SNS) of timing C++ 
programs models.  
6. Forming of SNS F fragments FR set of SNS of timing C++ programs models.  
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7. Forming of subsets FR for every fragment FR for message exchange operators and timing 
synchronization operators. 
Because of the limited volume of the article the main steps of ASNS_TF approach are 
illustrated with the help of the sample using MPP system.  
A. Synthesis of BF and CF structures of semantic-numerical specification (SNS) of the task 
(operators set and relations set). 
The content of the first step is automatic text translation of the initial C-program in SNS 
structures of BF and CF in D1 task.  
 
Figure 3.  C-program of D1 task 
 
The process includes: 
 forming of Reverse Polish notation (RPN) of the initial C++ -program; 
 synthesis for RPN structures of semantic-numerical specification. 
The results are illustrated in figure 4 and figure 5. The program support of this step is 
confirmed by the authors’ certificate [8, 9, 10].  
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Figure 4.  Structure of BF SNS of operators set of C-program D1 task  
 
Figure 5.  Structure of CF SNS relations set in C-program 
B. SNS-structures and C-program task visualization 
During the second step SNS-structures and C-program task visualization is executed (in the 
form of the Constructive C-Graph (CCG)). As it is illustrated in fig.6, CCG provides users 
with graphic visualization of static SNS-structures and with text of initial C- program. The 
program support of this step is confirmed by the authors’ certificate [8]. 
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Figure 6.  Constructive C-Graph (CCG) of C-program in D1 task 
C. Verification of obtained SNS and CCG for C-program task 
During the third step the verification of obtained SNS and CCG for C-program task is 
executed. The process of the «compiling verification» includes: 
 «back jump»: automatic synthesis for the obtained SNS of the derivative text (D_text) 
of initial C-program (D_C);  
 verification of texts D_text and D_C match. 
The program support of this step is confirmed by the authors’ certificate [10]. 
For further consideration we use more common C++-program D2 (fig.7), the Constructive 
Graph is illustrated in the fig. 8. The results of verification are illustrated in fig.9. 
 
Figure 7.  C-program of D2 task 
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Figure 8.  Constructive C-Graph (CCG) of C-program in D2 task  
 
 
Figure 9.  Verification result of SNS and CCG structures – «OK»  
 
D. Synthesis of timing parallel models of initial C,C++-program  
The fourth step executes the synthesis of timing parallel models of initial C,C++-program for 
the computers configuration data and demands/limits given.  
 
 
Fig.11 illustrates the timeparametrized model of C - program D_2 task, synthesized for the 
quantity of NM=2 processors (operators/processors operations with fixed point t0_fix and 
floating point t0_pla execution duration values are given in fig.10). 
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Figure 10.   Operators/processors operations execution duration 
 
The program support of this step is confirmed by the authors’ certificates [9].  
 
 
Figure 11.  Timing Parallel Graph-Scheme (TPGS) of C-program model 
 
E. Verification of semantic-numerical specification (SNS) of timing C++ programs models  
The content of the fifth step is verification of semantic-numerical specification (SNS) of 
timing C++ programs models. The results of verification are: evaluation of operators set 
correctness, their relations, timing diagram of C-program parallel model execution and 
describing of mistakes explanation.  
The program support of this step is confirmed by the authors’ certificate [10]. 
F. Synthesis of fragment SNS_FR 
The sixth step executes the synthesis of fragment SNS_FR structure of semantic-numerical 
specification (SNS) of C++ program timing models. 
The task solving is based on forming of “optimal covers” of operators set of model every 
stage. 
The execution of this step is supported by software product. 
Figure 12 represents C-program D_2 task fragmentation results for the quantity of fragments 
kfr = 2. 
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Figure 12.  C-program D_2 task fragmentation results 
 
G. Forming of C++ programs timing model 
The seventh step executes the forming for fragments of semantic-numerical specification 
(SNS) of C++ programs timing model (fig.11) of “messages exchange” and “timing 
synchronization” operators subsets. The execution of this step is supported by the program 
product, i.e. by the operations library “Library SNS”. 
The initial data of seventh step are BF, CF structures of fragment semantic-numerical 
specification SNS_FR (fig.12) of C++ program timing models. 
The results of insertion of data exchange operator and synchronization operator for C++-
program D_2 are represented in fig.13. 
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Figure 13.  First and second fragment operators 
 
CONCLUSION 
Nowadays the basis of scientific and technical progress is the usage of high-effective 
information technologies, providing the automatic synthesis of high-quality parallel hardware 
and software in the shortest possible time. One of such problems is automatic synthesis of 
parallel fragmented/fragment programs for systems with distributed memory. The existing 
automation systems of design and programing are not capable to solve this problem.  
The discrete mathematic algebra apparatus of the Structures of Space and Time semantic-
numerical specification elaborated by the authors provided the basis of the creation of formal 
synthesis and analysis of timeparametrized multiparallel software and hardware of the 
perspective technologies and systems theory.  
The practical realization of «Automatic Semantic-Numerical Soft_Timing Fragmentation 
ASNS_TF» approach provides the possibility for increasing of the effectiveness of famous 
traditional parallel Software of existing systems with distributed memory and can be 
considered as the new tools class of parallel software creating of high-effective perspective 
Adaptive Intellectual–Selforganising Technologies&Systems (AISTS) automatic technologies 
design.  
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SUMMARY 
The main advantages of this approach are: 
 the usage of C, C++ language as the base of designing;  
 the support of synthesis of a new kind of programs – timeparametrized (timing) parallel 
programs, which are not supported by existing systems of parallel programming;  
 multiparallelism; 
 automatic verification; 
 the support of solving tasks of high dimension and reducing of time for solving these 
tasks; 
 automatic visualization of all the objects of designing and the effectiveness index 
evaluation; 
 cooperative automatic designing of Soft&Hard processes. 
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